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Over the last four decades, trade openness has increased and international trade patterns have
evolved significantly. Several papers have studied changes in specialization patterns.
1 From an indi-
vidual country’s perspective it is interesting to identify the modifications in the trade pattern because
they may provide insights on the underlying structural changes in the economy, namely in its structure
of production. In addition, the magnitude and the pace of such changes is an indirect indicator of the
flexibilityof the economy in allocating resources betweensectors. Therefore, these elements are rele-
vant to understand the growth performance of the economy. This type of analysis can be enhanced by
taking a set of countries as a benchmark, thereby investigating their relative behaviours. In this article,
we are particularly interested in understanding how does the relative sectoral specialization of Portu-
guese exports compare with that of the other initial EU Cohesion Fund beneficiaries (Spain, Greece
and Ireland).
2 The article adopts a fact-finding approach, making extensive use of the standard
Balassa (1965) index to assess the technological content of these countries’ manufacturing exports.
The evolution of the sectoral specialization of Portuguese exports naturally depends on aspects that
are well identified in international trade theory, such as factor endowments, technologies, consumer
preferences,marketstructuresandgeographicalfactors. Nevertheless,thearticledoesnotproceedin
testing the relevanceof these determinants or anyspecific trade model.Instead, it aims at identifyinga
set of stylized facts over a long period of time.
The results are derived from the CEPII-Chelem database covering the period from 1967 to 2004. The
available 120 manufacturing products are grouped together in four main categories following the
OECD classification of manufacturing industries according to technology intensity: high-technology,
medium-high-technology, medium-low-technology and low-technology. Over the last four decades,
the Portuguese export structure converged towards the world structure and, therefore, Portugal
showed a reduction in its overall degree of export specialization. However, significant differences
against the world average still remain. The same behaviour is found in Greece and, more strongly, in
Spain, which is the least specialized country. Conversely, Ireland shows the strongest export special-
ization and there is evidence of an increase over this period. One striking feature of the evolution of
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* ThisarticlepresentssomeoftheresultsincludedinAmadoretal.(2007a).TheauthorsthankNunoAlves,MárioCenteno,JorgeCorreiadaCunhaandAna
Cristina Leal for their comments. The views expressed are of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the Bank of Portugal.
** Economics and Research Department.
(1) See De Benedictis et al. (2006) for a synopsis of the recent empiric literature on trade specialization dynamics. 11111 1
(2) The Cohesion Fund, which started in 1994, is a structural instrument that helps European Union (EU) Member States to reduce economic and social
disparitiesand to stabilizetheir economies.EligibleMember States of the Unionare those whosegross nationalproduct (GNP) per capita is below90 per
cent of the EU-average. Four Member States, Spain, Greece, Portugal and Ireland, were eligible under the Cohesion Fund until the end of 2003. The
European Commission’s mid-term review of 2003 deemed Ireland (GNP average of 101 per cent) as ineligible under the Cohesion Fund as of 1 January
2004.Portuguese international trade was the continuous decline in the export share of low-tech products
over the last four decades. This decline was particularly sharp in food products, and textile and foot-
wear products. Notwithstanding, Portugal remains more specialized than the world average in this
technologicalcategory. In addition, there wasa marked increase of the share of medium-high-techex-
ports over time, in particular motor vehicles and some machineryitems since the nineties. Conversely,
the Portuguese economymaintains a strong comparative disadvantage in high-tech products over the
whole period.
The article is organized as follows.In the next section webriefly describe the methodologyand the da-
tabase used. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the evolution of the Portuguese export pattern. The
section starts by examining the export structure of Portugal over the last forty years, using the shares
of eachsector in total manufacturingexports. The analysisis then developedusingthe Balassa(1965)
index. This indicator, which aims to capture revealed comparative advantages, has been extensively
employed in the empirical trade literature.
3 A special focus is placed on the behaviour of the indices
groupedbytechnologicalcontent and on howcountrydifferences are explainedbythe contributionsof
the different sub-sectors. This section ends with an analysis of the shape of the distribution of the indi-
cator to infer on the overall degree of specialization of the four countries considered. Section 4
presents some concluding remarks.
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The empirical analysis included in this article is based on the CEPII – CHELEM database, which re-
ports bilateral trade flows for goods in value terms (the unit being the US dollar). The sample period
starts in 1967 and ends in 2004, with a product breakdownat the four digits level of the ISIC classifica-
tion (rev.3), which includes 120 manufacturing products. These 120 manufactured goods are grouped
in accordance with their technological intensity, following the OECD classification of R&D intensities.
4
This technological classification includes four main sectors: high-technology(HT), medium-high-tech-
nology(MHT), medium-low-technology(MLT) and low-technology(LT); and a secondbreakdownlevel
containing twenty sub-sectors. This standard classification can bring important insights on the evolu-
tion of export patterns over the last forty years. Notwithstanding, this relatively broad sectoral break-
down can include activities at different levels of technological complexity under the same category.
5 In
addition all intra-categoryrelative changes, like the upgrading of qualityand technologywithinexisting
activities, are not captured with this classification. Moreover, like all industry-basedclassifications, the
existence of firm heterogeneity within each sector is not taken into account here.
The empirical trade literature suggests several methods to evaluate the trade specialization of a given
country, most of them aiming at identifying the comparative advantages revealed ex-post by interna-
tional trade. The methods solely based on trade flows can be divided in two broad groups. The first
group only uses export data and the second uses both export and import data. The most widely used
indicatorinthefirst groupis theBalassaindex,assuggestedinBalassa(1965),whilethemost popular
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(3) In Amador et al. (2007b), we introduced an alternative index - the so-called B* - with suitable cardinal properties for a cross-country analysis within one
single sector. For the sake of comparability with other studies, this alternative index was not adopted in this article. 33333 3
(4) The OECD classification of manufacturing industries according to technology intensity was based on the analysis of R&D expenditures of 12 OECD
countries in the period 1991-99 (see OECD (2005)).
(5) See Peneder (2003) for an analysis of the major classifications used in applied economic studies and Lall et al. (2005) for a discussion of the problems
associated with the different product classifications, focusing on those dealing with technology intensities. 55555 5in the second group is the Lafay index, as suggested in Lafay (1992).
6 The analysis carried out in this
article fits in the first group and is mainly based on the Balassa index.
The Balassa index can be defined as follows. Assume that the world economy comprises N countries
and m products. Country i exports of product j are xij and total exports of country i are given by
Xx ij
m
ij    1 . World exports of product j amount to xx Wj i
N
ij    1 , while total world exports can be
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Accordingto (1), if the shareof sector j intotalexports of countryi is higherthanthe equivalentshareof
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. Henceforth, the denominator will be simply designated as “world average”.
At any point in time, the cross-country differences of export specialization can be further examined by
decomposing the differential of the Balassa indices in each broad technological category in the
following way:
   BB BB PT J i J j PT j i j
j





 and  j
j
  1 (2)
where PT stands for Portugal and i for the other countries; J represents the main aggregate (LT, MLT,
MHTand HTsectors) and j all second-levelsub-sectors of each aggregateJ;  j is a set of weights that
are not country-dependent.
7 If, for instance, the Balassa indexin the main aggregateJ is higherin Por-
tugal than in countryi, then BB PT J i J ,,  0and this difference can be split into the contributions of all
sub-sectors. In this example, there must exist at least one sub-sector j that verifies the condition
 BB PT j i j ,,  0, which is simply implying a higher export share of that product in total Portuguese ex-
ports than in the other country. Thus, each term   jP T j i j BB ,,  can be seen as the contribution of
sub-sector j to the differential registered in the aggregate J.
The use of the Balassa index, whichfollowsan asymmetric distribution witha fixed lowerbound of 0, a
variable upper bound and a variable mean, either across countries or across time, has been subject to
several critiques, leading some authors to propose several modified versions. However, the popularity
oftheoriginalsuggestionremainsinplaceandthetraditionalBalassaindexhasbeenusedextensively
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(6) The Lafay index, definedas the contributionof a product to the overalltrade balance,is a country-basedindicatorof specializationthat does not show the
relativepositionvis-à-visothercountries.Thereforeitisnotthemostappropriateindicatorforthekindofanalysisproposedhere.Evenifnetexportsarethe
theory-based measure of revealed comparative advantages, the Balassa index allows for comparisons between different countries with regard to a
commonbenchmark,contrarilytotheLafayindex.Nevertheless,wereplicatedmostoftheanalysisusingtheLafayindexand,inthePortuguesecase,the
main results remain broadly unchanged. However, such outcome should not be seen as a general result for all countries. The most suited metrics and
related theoretical motivations are a rather extensive subject in trade literature. For a discussion see Bowen (1983), Yeats (1985), Ballance et al. (1987),
Vollrath (1991) and Iapadre (2001). 666 6
(7) The weights are, nevertheless, changing in time.in the literature.
8 The transformation suggested by Laursen (1998) is very useful to analyse the entire
distribution of the specialization indicator, given the typical high asymmetry of the traditionalBij index.













Note thatBSij ranges from -1 to 1 and has a threshold value in 0, leaving the rank-order and the spe-
cialization status of the sectors within each country unchanged.
9 The levels of theBSij have no longer
an intuitive reading, with the exception ofBSij  0, which implies thatBij  1 .
3. PORTUGUESE EXPORT PATTERN OVER FOUR DECADES
This section starts by examiningthe export structure of the Portuguese economy, i.e. the numerator of
equation (1). The Portuguese export pattern underwentimportant changes over the last four decades.
At the first product breakdownlevel, the most striking feature is the continuous decline over time of the
LTsector share in total manufacturingexports (Chart 1(a)). On the contrary, the more marked increase
took placeinthe MHTsector. Comparingthe beginningandthe endof the sampleperiodat the second
product breakdown level, there was a decline of the export share of all LT sub-sectors and, to a much
lesser extent, of all chemical products (including pharmaceuticals), and an increase of the share in
total exports of all other sub-sectors (Table 1).
LT exports, which represented 76 per cent of Portuguese manufacturing exports in 1967-69, declined
to 42.4 per cent in the 2000-04 period. This decline was extensive to all sub-sectors, but was particu-
larly sharp in ‘’Food products, beverages and tobacco’’ and in ‘’Textiles, textile products, leather and
footwear’’ (Chart 1(b)). The reduction of export share of the former sub-sector was rather continuous
until the beginning of the nineties, stabilizing at around 6.5 per cent of total Portuguese exports (from
23.5 per cent in 1967-69). In the latter sub-sector, the loss of importance was only visible after 1993,
since its export share has even increased until that year. Thereafter the decline of the share of textiles
and footwear exports was rather marked, which may reflect, at least partly, the increased competition
from some developing countries.
10 In spite of the strong decrease of the LT sector share, it is still the
most important technological category in Portuguese manufacturing exports.
On the contrary, a very strong increase of MHT exports has occurred: its share in total Portuguese
manufacturing exports rose from 9.7 per cent in 1967-69 to 31.2 per cent in 2000-2004. In particular,
there was a sharp increase of the export share of ‘’Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers’’, particu-
larly in the second half of the nineties. This evolution was largely influenced by increases in the export
capacity resulting from the entry into operation of industrial production units associated withforeign di-
rect investment projects. There was also an increase of Portuguese exports of “Other electrical ma-
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(8) Modified versions of the original Balassa index may be found, for instance, in Proudman and Redding (1997, 2000) and in Amador et al. (2007b). Alist of
references where the originalversion was used is includedin Hinloopenand Marrewick (2001). See Widgrén (2005) for an applicationto Asian, American
and European countries; and Shafaeddin (2004) and Hinloopen and Marrewick (2004) to China. US revealed comparative advantages by trading partner
are mapped in Richardson and Zhang (1999). A recent application in another context can be found in Hidalgo et al. (2007). De Benedictis and Tamberi
(2002),whodiscussindetailthecharacteristicsoftheBij andthesuggestionofProudmanandRedding(1997,2000),endupusingtheoriginalformulation
of the index. Vollrath (1991), who surveys alternative measures of revealed comparative advantage states that, among the measures using only export
data, the traditional Balassa index is one of “the most satisfying”. 88888 8
(9) See Laursen (1998) for detailed discussion of this transformation, Dalum et al. (1998) for an application of this indicator to twenty OECD countries and
Vollrath (1991) for an alternative log-transformation. 999 9
(10) For instance, Cabral and Esteves (2006), using a sample of 96 individual (product and geographical) markets representing 70 per cent of Portuguese
manufacturingexports, found that in the markets where Portugal’s export share losses were the most significant, namely in textiles, clothingand footwear
products, the biggest share gains were mostly achieved by developing Asian economies and by Central and Eastern Europe countries.chineryandapparatus”andof“Othermachineryandequipment”,whichsumupto11.5percentoftotal
manufacturing exports in the 2000-2004 period (3.7 per cent in the 1967-69 period).
11 Although mar-
ginally, the onlyMHTsub-sector that has lost some groundover the last four decadeswasthe ‘’Chemi-
cals excluding pharmaceuticals’’ sub-sector, specially due to its evolution since the second half of the
eighties. In 2000-04, the aggregated MHT sector stands out as the second most important export
sector in Portugal.
The share of MLT and HT sectors in total Portuguese exports also increased over the last four de-
cades,but to a muchlesserextentthanthe MHTsector. In HTproducts, allsub-sectorsincreasedtheir
export share, with the exception of ‘’Pharmaceuticals’’. The highest increase took place in ‘’Radio, TV
and communications equipment’’(from 1.9 per cent in 1967-69 to 6.1 per cent in 2000-04). In MLT ex-
ports, the evolution wasmore similar across sub-sectors, withthe main increase being in ‘’Rubber and
plastics products’’ (from 1.2 per cent in 1967-69 to 3.3 per cent in 2000-04).
Although the Portuguese export structure underwent major changes over the last decades, such de-
velopments must be placed in perspective against the world, which has also changed dramatically
over the same period. In particular, the technological content of world manufacturing trade rose mark-
edlyover the last forty years.The share of high-tech goods increasedbyaround 15 percentage points,
accounting for more than 25 per cent of total exports in the 2000-2004 period, while the share of low
and medium-low-tech decreased by around 9 and 7 percentage points, respectively.
In general, the Portuguese manufacturing export structure converged towards the world weighted av-
erage, i.e. the denominator of (1). This can be illustrated by the evolution of the sectoral Balassa indi-
ces included in Table 2. Portuguese export shares above the world average showed a general
downward movement; export shares below the world average tended to increase. The most striking
exception is the HT sector: the Balassa index for this broad sector was 0.4 both in 1967-69 and
2000-04, pointing to the maintenance of a strong comparative disadvantage of the Portuguese econ-
omyin these products. In particular, the Portuguese‘’Pharmaceuticals’’sub-sector moved in the oppo-
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Chart 1
PORTUGUESE MANUFACTURING EXPORTS BY TECHNOLOGICAL INTENSITY
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Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.
(11) Portuguese exports of machinery and equipments showed high growth rates in 2006 and in the first half of 2007, strongly contributing to the favourable
behaviour of total exports.site direction of that recorded in the world, particularly after the period 1970-74. The same has hap-
penedintheMHTsub-sectorof‘’Chemicalsexcludingpharmaceuticals’’,buttoamuchlesserextent.
Portugal reveals a sustained and clear comparative advantage in the broad LT sector since 1967 (Ta-
ble 2). The sub-sectors of ‘’Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear’’ and ‘’Wood, pulp, paper
and printed products’’ have rather high Balassa indices during the entire period. In the latter there is
even a slight increase of the indexfrom the first to the last period of the sample. The MLT sub-sector of
‘’Other non-metallic mineral products’’ shows also high specialization coefficients over the whole pe-
riod, with an upward trend since the eighties. This leads to an increase of the difference against the
world average from the beginning to the end of the sample. Other sub-sectors have Bij  1 but only
over the last decade: ‘’Fabricated metal products, excluding machinery’’, ‘’Rubber and plastics prod-
ucts’’, ‘’Other electrical machinery and apparatus’’ and ‘’Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers’’. Fi-
nally, there was a temporary revealed comparative advantage in ‘’Radio, TV and communications
equipment’’ in the seventies. All other sub-sectors have indices lower than 1.
In the 2000-2004 period, and despite the broad convergence of the Portuguese export structure to-
wardstheworldaverageoverthepast decades,significantdifferencesarestillinplace.The proportion
of the LT sector is still twice the world average, specially concentrated in ‘’Textiles, textile products,
leather and footwear’’ and in ‘’Wood, pulp, paper and printed products’’, which include cork products,
wherePortugal has a particularlyhigh export market share.
12 In MHT and MLT sectors, the Balassa in-
dexremainsbelow1 in the broadsector but the differencewiththe worldaverageis not verysignificant
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Table 1
STRUCTURE OF PORTUGUESE MANUFACTURING EXPORTS BY TECHNOLOGICAL INTENSITY
As a percentage of total exports
1967-69 1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985-89 1990-94 1995-99 2000-04
High-technology products 4.0 7.7 7.9 8.5 6.1 6.0 7.7 10.8
Aircraft and spacecraft 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7
Pharmaceuticals 1.5 1.3 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.8 1.2
Office, accounting and computing machinery 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.6 0.8 0.5 0.4 1.8
Radio, TV and communications equipment 1.9 4.3 4.5 4.6 3.6 3.9 5.2 6.1
Medical, precision and optical instruments 0.2 0.7 1.1 0.9 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.0
Medium-high-technology products 9.7 12.5 13.5 16.0 18.2 20.9 30.0 31.2
Other electrical machinery and apparatus 1.5 2.3 2.3 1.7 2.9 5.2 7.0 5.7
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 0.4 0.5 1.6 3.5 6.1 7.0 14.2 15.0
Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals 5.3 6.3 5.1 6.6 5.3 4.2 3.8 4.5
Railroad equipment and other transport equip. 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4
Other machinery and equipment 2.2 2.9 4.2 3.9 3.8 4.3 4.5 5.8
Medium-low-technology products 10.2 10.7 11.5 14.4 12.7 13.7 13.1 15.6
Coke, refined petroleum prod. and nuclear fuel 1.3 2.2 1.5 5.3 2.9 3.2 2.1 2.1
Rubber and plastics products 1.2 1.0 0.6 0.7 1.2 1.6 2.2 3.3
Other non-metallic mineral products 3.0 2.7 2.7 3.0 3.7 4.7 4.1 3.8
Building and repairing of ships and boats 0.1 0.8 1.4 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.2
Basic metals 2.1 1.4 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.3 1.5 2.9
Fabricated metal products, excluding machinery 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.2 2.4 2.8 3.3
Low-technology products 76.0 69.2 67.0 61.1 63.1 59.3 49.2 42.4
Other manufacturing and recycling 7.6 6.1 2.4 2.6 2.1 2.4 2.2 2.7
Wood, pulp, paper and printed products 14.2 14.7 16.9 14.9 14.1 11.1 10.0 9.7
Food products, beverages and tobacco 23.5 17.3 14.9 10.9 7.6 6.7 6.5 6.5
Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 30.7 31.0 32.9 32.7 39.4 39.2 30.5 23.4
Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.
(12) The Balassa index can also be written with export market shares. Regarding products of wood, articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials (ISIC 2029),
almost 12per cent of total worldexports havetheir originin Portugal,comparedwith a sharein total worldmanufacturingexports of around0.5 per centi n
2000-04.and has been decreasing over the last two decades. In the 2000-2004 period, Portuguese exports are
relatively more specialized than the world average in some MLT sub-sectors, like ‘’Other non-metallic
mineral products’’, and, less importantly, ‘’Fabricated metal products, excludingmachinery’’and ‘’Rub-
ber and plastics products’’. Portuguese exports also reveal a comparative advantage in some MHT
sub-sectors in the most recent period, namely ‘’Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers’’ and ‘’Other
electrical machinery and apparatus’’. As regards HT products, the difference with the world export
structure is considerable: the high-tech export share in Portugal is less than 1/2 the world average,
withall sub-sectors revealingverylowindices.Overall, the stronger trends identifiedin Portugueseex-
ports over the last two decades were the decreasing specialization in LT products and the increased
export share of MLT and MHT sectors.
The analysisof thePortugueserelativeexportstructurecanbefurtherenhancedwithadirectcompari-
son with the ones of Spain, Greece and Ireland. Charts 2(a) to 2(d) depict the evolution of the Balassa
indices of the main sectors over the last forty years in these four countries and Table 3 reports the situ-
ation at a more disaggregated level for the period 2000-04. In order to explore the differences in these
countries´ export structures at each point in time, the differential of the Balassa indices of the four
broad sectors was subject to decomposition (2) as described in Section 2. Charts 3(a) to 3(l) plot the
result of these decompositions.
In the LT broad sector, the main features can be summarized as: (i) Portugal has the highest special-
ization coefficient during most of the sample, although in a downward path since mid-eighties; (ii) the
path of Greece is verysimilar to the Portuguese one since mid-eighties; (iii) Spain has the lowestindex
until the nineties, being the only country evidencing an upward trend in the last decade; (iv) having
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Table 2
RELATIVE EXPORT SPECIALIZATION OF THE PORTUGUESE ECONOMY,BALASSA INDEX
1967-69 1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985-89 1990-94 1995-99 2000-04
High-technology products 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4
Aircraft and spacecraft 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3
Pharmaceuticals 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4
Office, accounting and computing machinery 0.2 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3
Radio, TV and communications equipment 0.6 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Medical, precision and optical instruments 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
Medium-high-technology products 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Other electrical machinery and apparatus 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.5 1.2
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.2 1.3
Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5
Railroad equipment and other transport equip. 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.7
Other machinery and equipment 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6
Medium-low-technology products 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Coke, refined petroleum prod. and nuclear fuel 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.6
Rubber and plastics products 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.1
Other non-metallic mineral products 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.7 2.2 2.7 2.6 2.6
Building and repairing of ships and boats 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3
Basic metals 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5
Fabricated metal products, excluding machinery 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.3
Low-technology products 2.5 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.1 2.0
Other manufacturing and recycling 2.2 1.8 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.9
Wood, pulp, paper and printed products 2.2 2.5 3.3 3.1 2.8 2.2 2.1 2.3
Food products, beverages and tobacco 2.1 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.1
Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 3.3 3.5 3.9 4.0 4.4 4.3 3.7 3.1
Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.
Note: All Balassa indices higher than 1 are highlighted.started with a Balassa index almost identical to the Portuguese, Ireland has the sharpest downward
trend during the whole period and ends up with the lowest index in this sector. Using decomposition
(2), the contributionsof the sub-sectors ‘’Wood, pulp, paper and printed products’’and ‘’Textiles, textile
products, leatherandfootwear’’arealwayspositive,althoughinthelattersub-sectorit hasvirtuallydis-
appeared against Greece in the last two decades. In comparison with Ireland, the diverging path de-
picted in Chart 2(a) is also explained by the less negative contribution of the sub-sector ‘’Food
products, beverages and tobacco’’, as the high share of these products in Irish exports declined
steadily. On the contrary, Greece has a larger export share of ‘’Food products, beverages and
tobacco’’ than Portugal over the whole period.
In the MLT sector, Chart 2(b) reveals that (i) Greece is the country more specialized in this category
during the whole period, evidencing an upward trend since mid-eighties; (ii) the specialization coeffi-
cient of Spain has been decreasing in the last 20 years; (iii) the Portuguese index increases over the
whole sample, leading to a smaller gap with Spain in the most recent period; (iv) on the contrary, Ire-
land showsagain a decreasing trend and has the lowestcoefficient over the last three decades. Using
decomposition (2), the stable negative contributions of the sub-sectors ‘’Basic metals’’ and ‘’Coke, re-
finedpetroleumproducts andnuclearfuel’’mostlyexplainthe lowerlevelsof the Balassaindexfor Por-
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Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.
Portugal Spain
Ireland Greecetugal against Greece. Against Spain, a broad convergence has taken place over all sub-sectors of this
aggregate, although ‘’Basic metals’’still account for a lowershare in Portuguese exports. The increas-
ing gap between Portugal and Ireland is broadly based across sub-sectors.
In general, the four countries tended to increase their specialization in the MHT sector, withthe excep-
tion of Greece until the eighties (Chart 2(c)).The Balassa indices were rather close among Portugal,
Ireland and Greece in the beginning of the sample. Spain has the largest share of MHT exports over
the whole period. The negative gap of Portugal against Spain, which has remained relatively stable
over the last forty years, is basically explained by the sub-sector ‘’Motor vehicles, trailers and
semi-trailers’’. Against Greece and Ireland, Portugal shows a higher degree of specialization in this
sub-sector, specially after mid-eighties. In the case of Ireland, this increasing gap has not created a
larger difference in terms of specialization in the MHT sector as a whole, being compensated by the
higher importance of the Irish sub-sector ‘’Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals’’, particularly since
the eighties.
In the HT sector, Portugal, Spain and Greece show a high resemblance over the entire sample period,
always with coefficients below 1. Portugal had a slightly higher specialization index than Spain and
Greece until mid-eighties, but that difference disappeared in the most recent period. On the contrary,
Irelandstands out byits substantialand increasingshare of HTexports, whichrepresentalmost 60 per
cent of total Irish manufacturing exports in the period 2000-04 (10.8 per cent in Portugal). Using de-
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Table 3
MANUFACTURING EXPORTS BY TECHNOLOGICAL INTENSITY (SHARES AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
EXPORTS AND BALASSA INDICES)
Average 2000-2004
Shares in total exports Balassa indices
World Portugal Spain Ireland Greece Portugal Spain Ireland Greece
Memo item:
Share in total world manufacturing exports 100.0 0.5 2.2 1.5 0.2
High-technology products 26.0 10.8 10.6 57.7 10.6 0.4 0.4 2.2 0.4
Aircraft and spacecraft 2.6 0.7 1.3 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.5
Pharmaceuticals 3.4 1.2 3.4 21.1 4.7 0.4 1.0 6.2 1.4
Office, accounting and computing machinery 6.1 1.8 1.3 22.0 0.8 0.3 0.2 3.6 0.1
Radio, TV and communications equipment 10.1 6.1 3.3 8.0 2.9 0.6 0.3 0.8 0.3
Medical, precision and optical instruments 3.8 1.0 1.4 6.1 1.0 0.3 0.4 1.6 0.3
Medium-high-technology products 35.6 31.2 46.6 26.3 15.9 0.9 1.3 0.7 0.4
Other electrical machinery and apparatus 4.6 5.7 3.7 2.3 2.8 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.6
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 11.9 15.0 26.8 0.6 1.7 1.3 2.2 0.0 0.1
Chemicals excl. pharmaceuticals 8.6 4.5 7.9 21.2 6.6 0.5 0.9 2.5 0.8
Railroad equipment and other transport equip. 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.0 0.1 0.7 1.5 0.1 0.3
Other machinery and equipment 9.8 5.8 7.3 2.1 4.6 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.5
Medium-low-technology products 17.5 15.6 19.6 2.5 32.5 0.9 1.1 0.1 1.9
Coke, refined petroleum prod. and nuclear fuel 3.7 2.1 3.1 0.3 10.3 0.6 0.8 0.1 2.8
Rubber and plastics products 2.9 3.3 3.5 0.7 3.2 1.1 1.2 0.2 1.1
Other non-metallic mineral products 1.5 3.8 3.6 0.5 3.1 2.6 2.4 0.3 2.1
Building and repairing of ships and boats 0.8 0.2 1.1 0.0 0.9 0.3 1.3 0.0 1.1
Basic metals 6.1 2.9 5.2 0.5 12.3 0.5 0.9 0.1 2.0
Fabricated metal products, excl. machinery 2.6 3.3 3.1 0.6 2.7 1.3 1.2 0.2 1.0
Low-technology products 20.9 42.4 23.1 13.5 41.0 2.0 1.1 0.6 2.0
Other manufacturing and recycling 3.2 2.7 2.4 0.7 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.2 0.4
Wood, pulp, paper and printed products 4.2 9.7 4.1 4.0 2.5 2.3 1.0 1.0 0.6
Food products, beverages and tobacco 6.1 6.5 9.5 7.9 16.1 1.1 1.6 1.3 2.7
Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 7.5 23.4 7.1 0.8 21.1 3.1 0.9 0.1 2.8
Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.Banco de Portugal | Economic Bulletin
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Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear
Food produtcs, beverages and tobacco
Wood, pulp, paper and printed products
Other manufacturing and recycling
Fabricated metal products, excl. machinery
Basic metals
Building and repairing of ships and boats
Other non-metalic mineral products
Rubber and plastics products
Coke, refined petroleum prod. and nuclear fuel
Chart 3 (to be continued)
DIFERENTIAL OF THE BALASSA INDICES RELATIVELY TO PORTUGAL  jP T j i j BB ,, 
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Chart 3
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Medical, precision and optical instruments
Radio, TV and communications equipment
Office, accointing and computing machinery
Pharmaceuticals
Aircraft and spacecraft
Other machinery and equipment
Railroad equipment and other transport equip.
Chemicals excl. pharmaceuticals
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
Other electrical machinery and apparatus
Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.composition(2), the divergingpath of Irelandis mostlydueto higherexports of ‘’Office, accountingand
computing machinery’’ and ‘’Pharmaceuticals’’. The approximation between the indices of Portugal
against both Greece and Spain reflects mainly the reduction of the positive gap in ‘’Radio, TV and
communication equipment’’.
The export specialization pattern of a given country can be characterized by the cross-industry distri-
butionof its Balassaindicesandchangesintheoverallextentof exportspecializationrelateto theevo-
lution of the external shape of the distribution over time. Empirical research on the dynamics of trade
patterns using the entire distribution was pioneered by Proudman and Redding (1997, 2000). Since
then, several empirical studies analysed the product specialization of a given country (or group of
countries) by estimating the entire (cross-sector) distributions over time.
13 Changes in the overall ex-
tent of export specialization depend on whether there is an increasing concentration in a limited num-
ber of sectors or whether the specialization becomes more uniformly distributed across industries.
Chart 4 shows the results of estimated kernel densities with 120 manufacturing products, for each
country, using an Epanechnikov kernel function in the first and last periods of the sample.
14 Given that
the high asymmetryof the traditional indexcomplicatesthe interpretation of the estimated distribution,
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Chart 4
EXPORTS - ESTIMATED KERNEL DENSITIES
Sources: Chelem database and own calculations.
Note: The higher the probability mass around zero, the closer are the country’s export shares to the equivalent world averages and the lower is the overall degree of specialization.
(13) See Brasili et al. (2000), De Benedictis (2005) and Di Maio and Tamagni (2006). 1313131313 13
(14) Kerneldensityestimationisamethodforadjustingprobabilitydensityfunctionsfromtheavailableobservations.Densityestimatesdependcruciallyonthe
choiceofthebandwidthorsmoothingparameter.Severalbandwidthsvariationsweretestedandtheresultswerequalitativelysimilar.Weusedtheoptimal
bandwidth for estimating densities for the normal distribution as the optimal smoothing parameter for the Epanechnikov kernel function, as suggested by
Silverman (1986), seemed to oversmooth the results.the original Balassa indices were subject to the transformation suggested by Laursen (1998) (see
Section 2).
The visual inspection of the density estimates confirms the existence of important differences in terms
of specializationamongthe four countries.In the Irish case, the densityfunctionis markedlymore right
skewed than that of the other countries, indicating a higher overall degree of specialization. On the
contrary, the density function of Spain is much more symmetric and roughly centered around the de-
marcation value in the most recent period. Over time, the density estimates of Portugal, Spain and
Greece tend to become more symmetric, pointing to a general decrease of the overall degree of spe-
cialization in these countries.
15 The opposite happens with Ireland, whose distribution becomes more
polarized in the most recent period, with the density concentrating more around extreme values.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Over the last decades, Portugal and the other EU15 Cohesion countries (Spain, Greece and Ireland)
significantly increased their trade openness. In Ireland, however, the gap relatively to the other coun-
tries hasincreasedovertime and,at present,its degreeof opennessis substantiallyhigherthanthat of
Portugal, Spain and Greece, which are clustered around similar figures. This article focuses on the
evolution of the export pattern of Portugal over the last forty years and confronts it with developments
in the other three EU15 Cohesion countries. In general, the changes seen in Portugal bear similarities
with those observed in Spain and Greece. Conversely, Ireland shows remarkable differences in many
aspects of the evolution of its pattern of international specialization.
The aggregation of the available 120 manufacturing products into four broad categories with distinct
technological intensities (high, medium-high, medium-low and low-technology) reveals that one strik-
ing feature of the evolution of Portuguese international trade was the continuous decline in the export
share of low-tech products over the last four decades. This decline was particularly sharp in “Food
products, beverages and tobacco” and “Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear”. On the con-
trary, there wasa marked increase of the share of medium-high-techexports, in particular “Motor vehi-
cles, trailers and semi-trailers” since the second half of the nineties.
The fourcountriesconsideredhavebecomelessspecializedinlow-techproducts overthelastfourde-
cades, as measured by the evolution of the Balassa (1965) index of revealed comparative advantage.
This trend wasespeciallystrong in Ireland, whichis the only country wherea specializationin low-tech
products is not present in the most recent period. On the contrary, Portugal still has a clear specializa-
tion in this type of products in the 2000-04 period, similar to that of Greece. In what concerns me-
dium-low-tech products, there was an increase of its export share in Portugal, although still showing a
Balassa index below 1. The same upward trend was observed in Greece, whose specialization index
has always been the highest. On the contrary, Ireland and Spain showed a decreasing trend over the
last 20 years,althoughthe later countrymaintains a higher specializationin these products. As for me-
dium-high-tech products, all countries increased their export share of these products, though Spain
showsvalues substantiallyhigher than those of the other countries and above the worldaverage since
mid-eighties. In the case of high-tech products, Portugal, Spain and Greece show a high resemblance
over the entire sample period, always with coefficients below 1. Portugal had a slightly higher special-
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(15) This result is in line with other empirical studies of specializationpatterns using export data. Proudman and Redding (2000) that analyse the international
tradedynamicsoftheG5economiesonlyfindevidenceofanincreaseofspecializationinJapan.Brasilietal.(2000)examinethedynamicsoftradepatterns
of some developed and emerging countries studying the shape of the sectoral distribution and conclude that, although emerging countries are still more
specialized than the industrialized countries, both groups show a tendency towards a reduced polarization and a more symmetric distribution of the
specializationindex.Similarly,DeBenedictisetal.(2005)andDeBenedictisetal.(2006)concludethatsectoralexportdiversificationtendstoincreaseover
time, as countries continuously diversify along their path of economic development. 15151515 15ization index than Spain and Greece until mid-eighties, but that difference disappeared in the most re-
cent period. The specialization index in Portugal is broadly similar in the beginning and the end of the
sample period, pointing to the maintenance of a strong comparative disadvantage of the Portuguese
economy in these products. The striking point in this technological category is the sharp increase of
export specialization observed in Ireland, partly associated with its participation in vertical
specialization activities.
Our results point to a decline of the overall degree of specialization of Portuguese exports between
1967-69 and 2000-04. There is evidence of some diversification of the range of products in whichPor-
tugal specializes, with smaller differences among them. However, in spite of the convergence of the
Portuguese export structure to the world average, significant differences still remain. The same con-
vergence movement is evident in Greece and, in a much larger extent, in Spain, whichis the least spe-
cialized of the four countries. On the contrary, the Irish export structure is the most concentrated and
substantiallydifferent from the worldbenchmark, withits specializationrelyingin fewerproducts. Addi-
tionally, Ireland is the onlyof the four countries consideredwherethere is an increase of the overall ex-
tent of specialization from the beginning to the end of the sample period.
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